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Abstract: Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a digital tool that can be used to create three-
dimensional models of components. BIM technology, with its parameterized modeling scheme, can
effectively address design changes. The use of BIM technology in prefabricated shear wall structures
can significantly enhance component design accuracy and production efficiency. The Tekla software
offers significant advantages in BIM deepening design. By utilizing the C# language, secondary
development of the Tekla software, and the development of an intelligent modeling program for
the edge components of prefabricated shear wall structures, the deepening design efficiency of such
structures can be improved. The creation of BIM models is a crucial step in program development.
Different types of reinforcements require various modeling methods, which, when combined with the
design specifications of concrete structures, can be compiled to create the fine reinforcement model.
This allows for the automatic creation of three-dimensional reinforcement models: “linear-shaped,”
“T-shaped,” and “L-shaped” joints of the edge member. The BIM visualization characteristics can
then display the three-dimensional model of the steel bar of the edge member in the cast-in-place
area, deriving the engineering quantity of the steel bar for the production and construction of the
prefabricated members. The modeling program’s development concept can serve as a reference for
similar engineering applications, promoting the intelligent development of prefabricated building
design and enhancing the efficiency of design and construction.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous development of society, the construction industry has also
changed from a traditional building mode to a convenient prefabricated building mode [1].
A prefabricated building conforms to the connotations of the modernization of the con-
struction industry and is also one of the directions of the new construction industrialization.
Building information modeling (BIM) is a booster of the modernization of the construction
industry and a powerful tool for its transformation [2]. It can avoid human errors, reduce
project costs, enhance productivity and quality, and shorten project delivery time [3]. Espe-
cially with the deepening of the application of BIM technology, the combination of BIM
technology and prefabricated buildings has been a general trend.

At present, with the further development of BIM technology, its application research
covers all aspects, such as building construction, three-dimensional deepening design,
construction design, prefabrication technology development and so on. Sadhu A, Peplinski
J E, Mohammad Khorasani A et al. explored various data management and visualization
technologies using BIM, virtual reality, and augmented reality in structural information
monitoring and summarized potential future research directions related to BIM and VR/AR
in structural information monitoring [4]. Alizadehsalehi S, Hadavi A, and Huang J C. pro-
vided a comprehensive overview of the current research and market availability of BIM and
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XR technologies and adopted BIM and XR technologies to fill the gap In the Architecture,
Engineering, and Construction (AEC) industry [5]. Fernández Rodríguez J F. optimized the
design of MEP (mechanical, electrical, plumbing) facilities and buildings by developing
virtual BIM models, promoting the implementation of this technology in the construction
industry [6]. Hu Y, Xia C, Chen J, et al. proposed using Graph Convolutional Networks
(GCN) to improve conflict change component prediction by considering the interdepen-
dence of building components based on the advantages of BIM in visual representation
and spatial information processing [7]. Wang Wenjing proposed a BIM-based prefabricated
building component automation system and concluded that the design results of this sys-
tem were scientific, effective, and sustainable [8]. Zakeri et al. investigated the benefits,
opportunities, costs, and risks (BOCR) associated with the implementation of BIM in a
developing country while using a new multi-criteria decision-making approach (i.e., fuzzy
reduced analytic Hierarchy Process) to analyze BOCR separately, providing practitioners
with insights into the adoption of BIM [9]. Ren Xingchen introduced a technical route for
the application of prefabricated BIM technology in the whole life cycle stage and concluded
that the integrated application of the existing BIM software and self-developed BIM soft-
ware could optimize the design scheme and construction and facilitate the later operation
and maintenance [10]. Gharaibeh L, Matarneh S, Eriksson K, and Lantz B found that BIM
technology could provide solutions for steel bar collisions between prefabricated shear
wall structures, for the construction checking calculation of PC components, hydropower
reservation and pre-embedding [11]. Cavalliere C, Dell’Osso GR, Favia F, and Lovicario
M proposed a new method to evaluate the flexibility level of buildings by introducing six
selection criteria, which were implemented in the BIM environment by coupling building
information modeling (BIM) and Visual Programming language (VPL) tools. The use
of programming language could provide more possibilities for the application of BIM
technology [12]. Forcael E et al. adopted the method of defining variables based on a
literature review to develop a model representing BIM users based on multiple parame-
ters. The developed model could analyze the level of BIM users according to the defined
parameters [13]. Li H, Zhang J, Chang S, et al. developed mapping algorithms that can
connect BIM and analytical models. This study will help fill the information gap between
BIM and analytical models [14]. Alizadehsalehi S and Yitmen I. presented a framework
of an automated construction progress monitoring system that integrates BIM, various
reality capturing technologies, DT and XR technologies (VR, AR and MR); arraying the
steps on how these technologies work collaboratively to create, capture, generate, analyze,
manage and visualize construction progress data, information and reports [15]. Honghong
S, Gang Y, Haijiang L et al. compared and analyzed 116 documents on BIM and DT; a
crucial metrics-based performance hierarchy for twin digital bridge was concluded, and a
DT-enhanced BIM framework was proposed to promote full lifecycle digital bridge engi-
neering implementation [16]. In view of the prominent problems in the detail design of
prefabricated shear wall structures, Hu Jinxin developed BIM software to deepen the design
of the detailed structure drawing through secondary development technical means [17].

The application of BIM in construction projects is conducive to effective decision-
making of the whole project within its life cycle, and it can maximize benefits without
affecting practicability [18]. The BIM method is used for technology integration, and the
whole life cycle of prefabricated buildings, including design, production, construction,
decoration and management, is more in line with the development concept of prefabricated
buildings and the requirements of industrial production [19]. BIM technology can realize
the life cycle management of prefabrication construction, further optimize production,
reduce costs, shorten the construction cycle, and promote the development of prefabrication
construction [20].

Maintaining the general trend of building industrialization, Wang analyzed the require-
ments for the design, production, transportation and construction stages of prefabricated
buildings and proposed to use BIM technology as the carrier to realize the collaborative
management of prefabricated buildings [21]. In order to promote the application of BIM in
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the design of prefabricated buildings, Bhola J compared the BIM of collaborative design
with traditional design methods and established a conceptual model of PCP collaborative
design based on the requirements of the IDM BIM technology to determine the accuracy
of the BIM model in different design stages [22]. Aiming at the process of green building
design in China, Li Q et al. proposed an extensible LCA/LCC method combined with
the BIM platform and implemented the method with tools developed based on Revit [23].
Abd Razak studied the benefits of BIM integration with DfMA (Design for manufacturing
and assembly). The study indicated that the application of DfMA in the construction
industry will also improve its ability to transform the automation industry [24]. Qi B
proposed a novel BIM-based DfMA framework for prefabricated components and modular
components, which shows great potential in the design and application of prefabricated
components [25]. Xu Z proposed a model view transfer method for the forward design
of prefabricated buildings. Data mapping and IfcDoc (Ifc Documentation Generator) tool
output are used to complete the file generator transmission of model view, which can solve
the problems of redundant model information, heterogeneous data information and low
transmission efficiency [26].

The application of BIM technology in the deepening design process of prefabricated
structures will help to improve the quality and efficiency of the deepening design process
and improve the production process of prefabricated component manufacturing [27]. In
addition, the application of BIM technology can not only improve the efficiency of project
management but also the construction quality of prefabricated buildings [28]. Construction
personnel can efficiently carry out prefabricated construction with the help of BIM tech-
nology to complete the connection between component manufacturers and designers [29].
With the help of BIM, the site process can be modeled and handed over to the manufacturer.
The BIM model can provide all the details of the prefabricated components and contribute
to their production [30], significantly improve the efficiency and precision of the BIM
model [31], and reduce the workload of the designer [32]. In the field of prefabricated BIM,
one of the key obstacles to maximizing BIM benefits is the development of BIM software
libraries and programs to convert the information from the BIM model to production and
construction information [33]. Therefore, it is very necessary to develop BIM software.

By analyzing research on the development and application of prefabricated BIM
technology, it is found that the combination of BIM technology and prefabricated buildings
is more dependent on the development of a software platform. The further development of
BIM technology requires the establishment of software platforms suitable for different fields
and scenarios in order to better support and promote the development of prefabricated
buildings.

The research in this paper mainly focuses on Tekla. In terms of structural deepening
design, the Tekla deepening process has the advantages of zero component size error, small
embedded error, high design accuracy, parametric modification design, etc., which is more
in line with the development trend of deepening design in the prefabricated process [34].
The structural model generated by Tekla has accurate details of the building, which can
be used for the simple and effective visual management of engineering projects, and the
BIM model can also be used for the collaborative work of the workflow. It is a software
solution that can effectively integrate models and non-models. In addition, the secondary
development of Tekla Structures can expand the function of the software and connect
some of the original drawing functions of the Tekla software in series so that the rules
formulated can be incorporated into the secondary development program to improve
efficiency and reduce the error rate [35]. Using C# programming language and BIM
software’s secondary development technology, the automatic generation of reinforcement
models and automatic export of reinforcement drawings can be realized, saving designers
time on model construction [36]. Through the combination of BIM and C# language, the
function of the BIM application can be expanded, the work burden of practitioners can
be reduced, the time and labor costs for the construction of projects can be saved, and the
benefits of BIM in production and construction can be improved. In order to make full use
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of the three-dimensional design function of the Tekla software, it is necessary to develop
corresponding design tools for prefabricated building structure types.

Therefore, through the in-depth analysis of the Tekla software, this paper proposes the
idea of intelligent modeling for the edge components of prefabricated buildings. Combining
computer language and BIM technology, the Tekla software is selected as the deepening
design software and is committed to realizing the intelligent application of the BIM software
and accelerating the development of our country’s assembly-type building industry. In this
paper, the secondary development technology is used to achieve the purpose of quickly
building the prefabricated shear wall structure model. For all kinds of reinforcement
contained in the edge component, the specification research is carried out, and the rapid
modeling of the edge component is completed through C# language programming. On the
basis of the completion of intelligent modeling, the Winform application program is further
developed to improve the intelligence level. Users can realize the intelligent creation of
the BIM model by inputting the corresponding parameters. In this paper, the development
ideas and methods of the model of assembled shear wall edge members are elaborated on
in detail. Through the development of this paper, a feasible technical approach is explored
for information exchange during the design and construction phase.

2. Basic Specification Analysis of Edge Members of Prefabricated Shear Wall
Structures
2.1. Classification of Edge Members of Prefabricated Shear Wall Structures

As an important part of the prefabricated shear wall structure, the edge members
of the prefabricated shear wall structure are generally set in the cast-in-place joint area.
According to China’s Code for Seismic Design of Buildings [37], edge members are load-
bearing members of the prefabricated shear wall structure. In order to ensure the seismic
strength of the prefabricated shear wall structure, the main splitting forms of the shear wall
structure, as shown in Figure 1 (The shaded part is the layout range of edge components),
include the edge dark column (linear shaped), the edge end column, the edge wing wall (T
shaped) and the edge corner wall (L shaped).
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Figure 1. Main types of splitting of edge components in shear wall structures: (a) Edge hidden
column; (b) Edge end column; (c) Edge wing wall; (d) Edge corner wall.

2.2. Structural Requirements of Edge Members of Prefabricated Shear Wall Structures

According to the code for the seismic design of buildings’ aseismic walls, the vertical
and horizontal distribution of the steel reinforcement ratio should not be less than 0.25%;
the steel should not be less than 10 mm in diameter, and spacing should not be greater than
300 mm [34]. The longitudinal reinforcement at the edge of the component joints is bound
and connected via mechanical connections and welding connections. For example, the
edge members are mechanically connected; that is, the reserved interlace length is ≥500,
and the interlace length is ≥500 + 35 × d. As shown in Figure 2, the details of three lashing
ways of longitudinal reinforcement are shown. The binding requirements are determined
based on the diameter of the steel bars and the anchoring length.
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According to its main component classification and construction requirements, the
modeling scheme in this paper is linear-shaped, T-shaped and L-shaped. The main rein-
forcement configurations include vertical longitudinal reinforcement, horizontal stirrup
and tie reinforcement. Therefore, this paper will analyze and explain the creation of the
prefabricated shear wall edge member model and reinforcement modeling methods.

3. Analysis of Design Thinking of Parametric Reinforcement for Edge Members

According to the classification requirements of the edge member, the joint structure
form is defined. The reinforcement types of the edge member joint mainly include longitu-
dinal reinforcement, stirrup reinforcement and tension reinforcement. The concrete process
of longitudinal reinforcement modeling is, according to the design specifications and engi-
neering information overview, to determine the position of the steel corner, according to the
distribution parameters of longitudinal reinforcement, in a unified linear range, through a
C# language set cycle algorithm, from the corner reinforcement to complete all longitudinal
reinforcement modeling. Based on the attributes of the Polygons of the steel bar group of
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the stirrup and tensile reinforcement generated by TeklaOpenAPI, the construction algo-
rithm of the stirrup and tensile reinforcement is designed according to the basic position of
the longitudinal reinforcement, which is used to determine the construction point of the
reinforcement, and then the stirrup and tensile reinforcement are generated. The above
model for the modeling and reinforcement deepening design is completed, and a complete
assembled shear wall structure edge component model is generated.

The design idea for parametric reinforcement is shown in Figure 3.
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4. Three-Dimensional Reinforcement Design Model

Visual Studio is an integrated development environment developed by Microsoft that
provides a unified platform for developers to create, debug, and deploy various types
of applications. C# is an object-oriented programming language developed by Microsoft
and is one of the most commonly used programming languages for Visual Studio. Visual
Studio supports a variety of programming languages, C# being one of the main ones. C#
language was used for secondary development via the Visual Studio software; the software
version adopted in this paper is the 2015 version, and the software itself does not contain
the TeklaOpenAPI package. Different versions of Tekla correspond to different versions of
TeklaOpenAPI. The 2017 version of Tekla is used in this paper, so the 2017.0.6809 package
is introduced through the NuGet package management function. It is worth noting that
it is not allowed to introduce packages that do not correspond to the version or the latest
package of the current version; this may cause incompatibility and hinder subsequent
development.

4.1. Model Creation
4.1.1. Reference Namespace

After the TeklaOpenAPI package is installed, you need to reference the namespace in
order to create objects, reference object methods, and modify object properties. Different
namespaces correspond to different Tekla functions, such as:

Tekla.Structures.Model namespace includes the ability to insert, select, modify, or
delete the object in Tekla’s internal structure model. Namespaces also include the possibility
of querying different instances of the current data model, such as information about the
currently selected object.
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Tekla.Structures.Geometry3d namespace contains the basic classes required by Tekla
for three-dimensional geometry structures. In addition, several accessibility features are
provided to simplify the use of these classes.

Tekla.Structures.Model.UI namespace includes some classes that can be used to high-
light the user interface objects.

Objects are created based on classes; different classes exist in different namespaces,
and using different namespaces can achieve different manipulations of the Tekla software.
Using different namespaces allows the realization of the modeling function of the cast-in-
place joint structure. The following commands are invoked in the software.

TSM = Tekla.Structures.Model;
T3D = Tekla.Structures.Geometry3d;
TSUI = Tekla.Structures.Model.UI;

4.1.2. Creating the Model in the Tekla Spatial Coordinate System

The Tekla.Structures.Mode namespace in Tekla-API contains the class that creates the
model object. The TSM.Model Class is used to create the Model object, which contains
methods that operate on the Tekla model space. The TSUI.Picker Class is used to create
Picker objects that contain point coordinate methods that can pick up the model space
and return point coordinate value variables. The TSM.Beam Class is used to create Beam
objects. The model objects of the edge artifacts in Tekla are created from Beam objects, as
shown in Figure 4.
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Profile.ProfileString property gives the Beam object section shape parameters, which
are used to generate section shapes. Beam.Insert () causes the Beam object to be generated
in the model space. When the Beam object has the above properties, the corresponding
artifacts are generated in the space model. Beam. Material. MaterialString object Material-
String Material properties. The Position.RotationOffset attribute determines the rotation
offset of the column with respect to the origin. CommitChanges() refreshes the space model.
A partial code example is shown below:

L.Profile.ProfileString = NEWL;//Section name
L.Material.MaterialString = “C40”;//Strength grade of concrete material
L.Class = “6”;//Spatial model color level
L.Insert();//Insertion model
myModel.CommitChanges();//Refresh space model

This is used to create a model in Tekla through a programming language; Figure 5
shows the creation of an “L-shaped” joint model.
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4.2. Get Model Object

The prime minister obtains the TSM.Solid object entity of the “L-shaped” component
in the model space, and uses the PickerObject method inside the model space to obtain
the selected L-shaped model object. When the model object is converted from the world
coordinate system to the local coordinate system, this method can manipulate each key
information parameter of the object entity. The main information contained in the object
entity is shown in Figure 6.
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The “L-shaped” component’s length value is obtained from the MaximumPoint and
MinimumPoint property values for the X, Y, and Z coordinates of the L-shaped component.
For example, when modeling the rebar modeling module, the MaximumPoint.X and
MinimumPoint.X attributes in the model component Solid object are read, and then the
height information of the component can be obtained by simple addition and subtraction
operations.

lengthOfXDirection = MaximumPoint.X − MinimumPoint.X;
lengthOfYDirection = MaximumPoint.Y − MinimumPoint.Y;
lengthOfZDirection = MaximumPoint.Z − MinimumPoint.Z;

The length, width and height sub-information of the model object is obtained, and
this calculation method is used to locate the reinforcement information. The reinforcement
position information needs to calculate the thickness of the protective layer.
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4.3. Longitudinal Bar Creation
4.3.1. Basic Attributes and Modeling Ideas

A polygon’s attribute is used to describe the shape of the steel bar. Polygon-type pa-
rameters can draw the polygon shape of the steel bar, including longitudinal reinforcement,
stirrup, etc., including but not limited to shaping the entity of two points and four points.
The longitudinal reinforcement entity is created by connecting points to points.

Polygon.Points.Add() is used to add the three-dimensional coordinates of the start
point and the spatial coordinates of the endpoint.

Insert() indicates rebar object insertion.
Bar.Polygon.Points.Clear() clears the coordinates of the space points within the rebar

object for subsequent use.
The two coordinate points of the longitudinal reinforcement are added through the

Add method for the reinforcement object. The coordinate points belong to the three-
dimensional coordinate points in the space range. According to the obtained information
of the model object, the two-point positions of the longitudinal reinforcement are deter-
mined by means of addition and subtraction calculation or migration, and the longitudinal
reinforcement model is defined through two points.

4.3.2. Determine the Position and Length Information of Corner Reinforcement

The position and length of the steel bar are determined according to basic information
such as engineering information, construction requirements, site category, seismic grade,
etc. After the thickness of the protective layer is determined, the position of the steel bar is
calculated through the spatial position. The longitudinal reinforcement layout diagram is
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Longitudinal reinforcement layout plan.

Based on the position analysis of the model in the figure above, the relationship
between position and length in the local coordinate value system is shown as follows.

Location information:

surfaceOffest = Cover + commonBarSize/2 + stirrupBarSize/2

Length information:

RebarmodelLength = (MaximumPoint.XMinimumPoint.X) − Cover + RebarreservedLength

4.3.3. Create the Middle Longitudinal Bar

The judging process of the central reinforcement algorithm is shown in Figure 8.
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Based on the position relation of the Angle bars in the local coordinate system, the
number of bars in the middle of the reinforcement is determined by the algorithm. In the
vertical direction, the steel bars from the lower two corner points are generated upward
through circulation. Assuming that the distance from the lower corner point to the thickness
of the horizontal wall is L, the number of steel bars n is calculated through the standard
spacing space of the steel bars. When determining the number of steel bars, it is necessary
to ensure that the spacing, c, between two steel bars should not be less than the diameter of
the steel bars, commonBarSize, to avoid the collision of steel bars.

By calculating the ratio between the Angle bar’s spacing bar L and the standard bar
spacing space, we obtain the integer digit, which is the number of cycles, namely, the
number of spacing created by the Angle bar towards the upper limb. The spacing between
L and i*space must not exceed the commonBarSize of the steel bar diameter, and the inner
steel bar of the vertical wall limbs must not extend to the corner part of the “L” model.

The middle rebar is created according to the correct number of rebar n. The resulting
three-dimensional view of the longitudinal rib model is shown in Figure 9 (The purple
lines in the model represent the longitudinal bars).

Figure 9. Longitudinal reinforcement layout 3D in Tekla.

4.4. Stirrup Creation
4.4.1. Basic Attributes

To create the stirrup, create the “L-shaped” component stirrup and assign the stirrup
group objects the RebarGroup attributes. Then, add different radius values according to
the Stirrup bending radius attribute of the Stirrup object.
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FromPlaneOffset represents the upper and lower surface offset values of the three-
dimensional coordinate group of the start and end points of the stirrups object with respect
to the three-dimensional coordinate X of the “L-shaped” member.

StartPointOffsetValue: Sets the offset values of the stirrup start and end points of the stirrup
group object;
StartHook.Shape: Set the hook shape of the stirrup set;
StartHook.Length: Length of the hook;
StartHook.Radius hook Angle.

4.4.2. Modeling Idea

The upper and lower sections of the stirrup objects are defined by combining the
TSM.Solid three-dimensional coordinate Points and the Polygon. Polygon1 objects were
first positioned at the four coordinate points according to the stirrup shape. The position
of the four coordinate points (1, 2, 3, and 4) are shown in the figure. According to the
definition of a Polygon, shape point 1 should be added repeatedly to form a closed loop
to complete the creation of the starting surface of the stirrup layout. Polygon2 objects are
created in the same way. The Spacings value of the Stirrup object of the stirrup group is
defined as the spacing of the stirrup. The concrete definition method is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Longitudinal stirrups layout plan.

The Tekla stirrup group is created by selecting the SpacingType attribute of the stirrup
group object, where a value is assigned to the stirrup (spacing _ type _ accurate spacing
_). Under this Spacings value attribute, the stirrup will be distributed in the plane above
and below the Polygon stirrup according to the fixed spacing, finally completing the three-
dimensional layout of the stirrup as shown in Figure 11 (in the model, the purple line
represents the longitudinal reinforcement section, and the green line represents the stirrup
section).
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4.5. Tie Bar Creation

The basic properties of tension and stirrup are the same, but the modeling method is
different from that of stirrup creation. Figure 12 shows an idea for the stretching modeling
method, which can provide modeling ideas for similar developments.
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Figure 12. Comparison of stirrup and tie bar working planes.

In Tekla, the setting of the hook direction of the tension reinforcement is realized
by setting the Angle of the stirrup working plane. In the three-dimensional model, the
hook direction of the tension reinforcement is generally arranged along the 45◦ Angle. By
comparing the working planes of the stirrup and tension reinforcement, only the X values
of the upper and lower working planes changed when the stirrup set was created. The
points on the two planes were perpendicular lines, which meant that they were in the
vertical direction, and the direction of the bending hook of the stirrup was perpendicular
to the line.

In order to ensure a 45◦ tilt Angle in the establishment of the stretching model, 45◦

rotations of the corresponding points on the upper and lower planes should be satisfied.
To realize this rotation Angle, the coordinate values of X and Z should be changed to form
the included Angle. The working plane of the tension reinforcement obtained from this
method is vertical based on the connection between two points. In this case, the Angle
of the bending hook will keep a 45◦ direction. The stretch object is created by setting
the SpacingType attribute to the exact amount of SPACING_TYPE_EXACT_NUMBER,
while fixing the Spacings attribute to one. At this time, only a single tension bar can be
generated between the two working planes of the tension bar, and then the steel bar can
be connected to the steel bar network crossed by the longitudinal bar and the stirrup
through the circular structure, the sequential structure and the selected structure statement.
Figure 13 shows the creation of a stretch (in the model, the purple line represents the
longitudinal reinforcement, the green line represents the hoop reinforcement, and the blue
line represents the tie reinforcement).
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5. Program Application of Three-Dimensional Reinforcement of Edge Member

Based on the classification and construction requirements of edge components, this
article has developed a corresponding program page, which is divided into two parts:
graphic display and parameter input. Through the information prompt in the window,
users can input and select the type of section, input basic information about the section, and
establish a concrete model. Subsequently, users can select the diameter and specifications
of the longitudinal and hoop steel bars and input the spacing between the steel bars and
the thickness of the concrete cover. Finally, users can click Create to establish a three-
dimensional model of the steel bars.

The edge member reinforcement modeling window application interface is shown in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Three-dimensional modeling program window of cast in situ joint area.

In practical engineering projects, cast-in-place joints of prefabricated shear wall struc-
tures, such as “linear shaped”, “T shaped” and “L shaped”, are common joint forms in
engineering. The three-dimensional reinforcement deepening design model created by the
program can be a good guide to the construction. The lapping and binding of reinforcing
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bars can also find problems in time from the three-dimensional deepening model to ensure
the orderly progress of engineering construction. Through the input of section parameters
and reinforcement information parameters, the three-dimensional reinforcement deepening
model of cast-in-place joints of prefabricated shear wall structure can be completed. The
detailed model is shown in Figure 15.
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6. Case Discussion
6.1. Intelligent Rapid Modeling

According to a prefabricated shear wall structural engineering project, the three-
dimensional model created is shown in Figure 16. Users configure the model and steel
bar information parameters based on the program interface information. By combining
the window program with Tekla, the final creation of the three-dimensional model is
completed.
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Figure 16. Layout of reinforcement deepening model: (a) layout plan of axis 1 to axis 26; (b) 3D
deepening design model.

According to the application display of the model, a three-dimensional detailed design
model of the cast-in-place joint can be obtained, which can intuitively display the connection
details of edge component joints. This project includes numerous conventional joints such
as “I-shaped” and “L-shaped”. Taking the “L-shaped” joint in the three-dimensional model
as an example, the edge component model obtained through program intelligent modeling
contains precise details of the model, making the modeling process simpler and more
efficient. In practical engineering applications, the arrangement of the “L-shaped” joint at
the intersection of the 26 and P axes is shown in Figure 17.
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6.2. Advantages and Limitations

At present, the software that can carry out three-dimensional detailed design mainly
includes Revit and Tekla. Revit is mostly used in the architectural field and has significant
defects in detailed structural design. The conventional three-dimensional design software
Revit can achieve three-dimensional modeling, but its method of creating steel bars is single.
To create an accurate three-dimensional reinforcement model, a large number of accurate
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families need to be established, and due to the complex constraints of reinforcement
families, variable live families cannot be created, resulting in low efficiency. Moreover, the
Tekla software has comprehensive three-dimensional design functions, which can further
enhance design capabilities by utilizing secondary development for in-depth application
research. The comparison of design functions between Revit and Tekla is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of Revit and Tekla design features.

Difference Revit Tekla Secondary Development

Main focus of work Establish a large family library Parametric modeling + one build diagram

Modeling method

A large number of family libraries need to be
created, and steel bars need to be manually

arranged. Moreover, three-dimensional
construction reinforcement cannot be achieved,

and there is no node area reinforcement

Capable of achieving 3D deep reinforcement,
considering local structural requirements,

visualizing reinforcement in node areas, and
directly forming a 3D reinforcement model

Model modification Difficult and cumbersome Convenient, linked, and efficient

Information update method Make extensive modifications to the family
library Instant parameterization modification

Collision Checking Can perform 3D collision check 3D collision inspection of steel bars and
connection nodes

By comparing Revit with the secondary development function of the Tekla software, it
can be seen that secondary development based on Tekla node modeling can achieve the
goal of rapid modeling. A secondary development was carried out on the original functions
of the software, and a prefabricated shear wall structure detailed design software suitable
for local standards in China was developed. Compared with the constraints caused by the
inflexibility of the Revit software family library, Tekla has the plasticity and the clarity of
the master-slave relationship that the above software does not have (that is, the simplicity
of developing document classes and objects, classes and methods, classes and attributes,
which is very friendly to developers in the civil engineering industry), so it is easier to
serve the development of BIM technology in the prefabricated building industry.

However, due to the limitations of the research, this article only explores the secondary
development function of Tekla in a more one-sided manner. For prefabricated shear wall
structures, edge components are only a part of the structure, and in practical applications,
further research is needed on other parts. In the process of rapid intelligent modeling, it
was found that the program page developed in this article has certain defects and cannot
fully include the node features of all edge components in the structure. Within the default
value range of the specification, the software can run well and quickly create the model.

7. Conclusions

(1) In this paper, the cast-in-place joint library of the prefabricated shear wall structure
is developed by the BIM software, and the three-dimensional deepening design program
of cast-in-place joint reinforcement is compiled. The three-dimensional program of cast-in-
place joint reinforcement includes “Linear shape”, “L shape” and “T shape” cast-in-place
joints, which can realize the intelligent creation of a deepening model of joint reinforcement
and realize the diversification of joint modeling. Combined with the Winform program
window, the corresponding program operation interface is developed to enhance the
friendliness of the interactive interface. By inputting corresponding parameters through
the program’s interface, the user can create a three-dimensional model of the joints. This
procedure can apply the characteristics of BIM visualization, show the placement of steel
bars in the cast-in-place area of edge members, and promote the development of BIM
direction of prefabricated buildings to a certain extent.

(2) Using C# language for the secondary development of the Tekla Structurcs.NETAPI(),
this paper describes the basic algorithm of establishing the reinforcement model and
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converts the obscure programming language into easy-to-understand chart text. Some
ideas can also provide a reference for similar engineering developments using the means
of secondary development. It improves the use efficiency of the BIM software and provides
a feasible idea for the majority of construction practitioners. The reinforcement deepening
modeling program developed based on Tekla can effectively solve the problem of irregular
joints encountered in the modeling process, greatly improve the modeling efficiency of the
Tekla software, and reduce the burden of model design for practitioners so that designers
can focus on the design work and improve the design level. By deepening the direct
observation of the model, it can play a certain guiding effect on the lashing construction of
the cast-in-place joint area, reduce the difficulty of the operation of the construction site
and improve the construction efficiency.

(3) This secondary development scheme only takes the prefabricated shear wall struc-
ture as an example to carry out the research of BIM technology, which provides a feasible
scheme for intelligent modeling of components. The intelligent modeling program devel-
oped in this paper has certain limitations. There are many types of components in the
prefabricated shear wall structure, and more sophisticated modeling is required for more
complex components in the assembly process, such as the processing of embedded parts
and avoidance problems in the structure. In addition, there are many kinds of systems for
prefabricated building structures, such as prefabricated steel structures and prefabricated
frame structures. The development of prefabricated building intelligent modeling should
expand a variety of structural systems. The BIM software, in line with national norms,
requires the joint efforts of practitioners in order to develop and further its research.
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